
Firmicus Maternus: Deciphering the Lunar-Phoenix Matrix 

“The beginning of anything was to be found out by the unfolding of historical events.”  Firmicus 

Maternus. 

“The las tpages of a book are already contained in the first pages.”   

“Future events are wholly contained in preceding ones, and if we could know the force and direction of 

all events which have happened up to the present moment, i.e. if we knew all the past, by this we could 

know all the future.”  P.D. Ouspendy. 

The sun has a pattern, called the solar cycle, which is 11.5 years.  It should come as no surprise that this 

cycle is 138 months.   

Here are the historical events that align with the 2040 Phoenix event all connected through this 138-

month patterning.  

2006 AD   UB313 discovered, named Eris.  Giant asteroid discovered perpendicular to ecliptic, north-to-

south, then suppressed.  Quake in Jakarta kills 5000 and volcanism Mount Merapi 

1994 AD   Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 fragmented into 21 pieces and slammed into Jupiter; Space Control 

Complex in Cheyenne Mountain goes online; 800,000 Africans massacred in Rwanda in 100 days.  

Quakes felt from Canada, California to South America, Mount Merapi in Jakarta erupted killing 60 people 

1983 AD   Hurricane Alicia devastates Galveston; NASA launched IRAS Space Telescope that 

photographed Comet Araki-Alcock [closest known comet in 200 years]; IRAS discovered a Neptune-sized 

body at edge of our system, twice, 6 months apart.  JPL announced it was Planet X.   

1971 AD Astronomers discover radioactive burst from Cygnus-1 indicating black hole activity; India 

invades Pakistan 

1948 AD   State of Israel begun and Arab League nations attack; Palestinian genocide; mass international 

migration to Israel begun 

1937 AD Hitler asks British gov if he can relocate Jews in Germany to Palestine and is denied; Golden 

Gate bridge in San Francisco opened to traffic; gas explosion in Texas kills 300 students/teachers; 

asteroid Hermes passes close to earth; typhoon at Hong Kong kills 10,000; Sino-Japanese war begins 

1925 AD the Great Eclipse of New York City [entire pop observed/telephone co has NO CALLS for 10 

min]; 

1914 AD   Volcano Sakurajima in Japan erupts; World War I begins; Paramount Pictures in Hollywood est; 

mass migration of Europeans to North America, Australia & South Africa; Panama Canal officially opens 

1891 AD 1st automobile with ‘combustion’ engine made; meteorite over Italy followed by rain of stones 

1879 AD   Obelisk from Egypt taken to New York, USA. 

1868 AD   for 8 days Peru afflicted by earthquakes, tsunamis, flooding, storms and strange lights in sky; 

Meiji Restoration ends the rule of the Shoganate in Japan, Tokyo becomes new capitol.   



1833 AD most spectacular meteor shower on record, North America; Tuanaki island vanishes in Pacific 

with all inhabitants 

1822 AD   earthquake in Java and volcano eruptions for 5 hours kills 4000 

1799 AD   Alesandro Volta invents first battery 

1787   AD 1st Continental Congress convened est Federal Government 

1776 AD Declaration of Independence;  New York City attacked by British 

1730 AD   earthquake activity begins for 5 years in Canary Islands- noxious gases kill wildlife;  Earthquake 

at Hokkaido, Japan kills 137,000 

1707 AD   UK formed from England, Scotland and Wales;  Volcanic activity on Santorini; Tsunami appears 

off coast of Wakayama, Japan and spectators report white luminous ball of light inside the wave 

1684 AD   In May Europeans see object in sky reported to be a comet 

1672 AD   Astronomer Cassini reported large object near Venus see from Paris Observatory; comet see 

by Europeans  

1661 AD   Europeans report appearance of comet; In Worcester and Hereford, England flames are seen 

in sky during earthquake  

1638 AD   Japan closes borders to all European nations 

1580 AD   Sir Francis Drake completes circumnavigating world;  comet reported by Europeans; Pope 

declares himself to be Lord God; powerful Spanish Armada wrecked by storm off English coast 

1569 AD   Mercator published his modern map in longitudinal and latitudinal grid; Jews expelled from 

Papal States 

1534 AD   Society of Jesus [Jesuits] founded by Papacy as international spy/assassin network loyal to 

Pope 

1431 AD   Three Papal armies are defeated by the Bohemians; Joan of Arc burned at stake.  Vlad Dracul 

of Order of the Dragon, born in Wallachia 

1419 AD   Epidemic in Fujian Province, China kills 174,000, lasts till 1421 

1408 AD   Sigismund of Hungary reforms the Societas Draconis [Order of the Dragon] 

1362 AD   England begins opening Parliament in English instead of French;  Norse-Goth expedition of 

King Magnus of Norway find North America largely empty, few natives hostile 

1316 AD Height of great European famine, cannibalism reported [long pig] 

1293 AD   Earthquake in Kamakura, Japan kills 20,000.  Roger Bacon died 

1281 AD   Mongol/Chinese fleet of the Khans wiped out in typhoon [The Phoen is Phoenix] 

1270 AD   Eighth Crusade begun, a waste of life with little result 



1258 AD Babylon is destroyed [Baghdad] by Haluga Khan and his Mongols; this is end of 11th baktun of 

Mayan Long-Count, or 1,584,000 days since start in 3113 BC. 

1247 AD   Muslims retake Jerusalem 

1201 AD Jews granted special privileges by Normans 

1178 AD   Moon reported to be on fire and throbbing before turning blackish 

1086 AD   Domesday Book begun by Normans, a continuation of Anglo-Saxon Chronicles 

994 AD    Toltec King Huamac II ascended throne, a most unpopular ruler.  Strange omens in sky followed 

by starvation, plague and war 

902 AD   Extraordinary meteor shower over Europe 

856 AD   Earthquake in Corinth, Greece killed 45,000 and quakes in Damghan, Persia killed 200,000 

787 AD Second Council of Nicea est that idolatry is accepted by Catholic Church.  Papacy then altered the 

Ten Commandments to justify change 

775 AD   Royal Frankish Annals report Frankish victory over Saxons in war to force Saxon conversion 

672 AD   Arab navy having failed to take Alexandria then turns and attacks Constantinople 

638 AD   Caliph Omar attacks and takes Jerusalem 

637 AD   Arab armies conquer Damascus and Ctesiphon.  Arab army invades and defeats Persia 

626 AD   the Avars attack Constantinople but can not breach it’s walls 

614 AD   The Shah of Persia took Jerusalem from Christian control.  Jews working with the Persians have 

the Christians butchered 

568 AD Lombards [Long Beards] pass over Alps and invade Italy, founding Lombardy 

534 AD   Worldwide famine; skies begin to clear after 12 year canopy of clouds from volcanic activity.  

Dark Age beginning 

488 AD   Goths invade Italy sacking villages and cities, unopposed 

476 AD   Odovacar the German leads the Germans into Italy, the Fall of Rome.  Rome’s last king was 

Romulus, just as first king in 753 BC named Romulus. 

442 AD   Huns spent 9 months attacking European cities; Pope Leo I declares that Christ gave supreme 

authority of Christendom to Rome 

258 AD   Pope Stephen I claims Church of Rome supreme of all the churches.  Roman Emperor Valerian 

ordered the execution of all Christian bishops, priests and deacons 

120 AD Rome annexes Britain by treaty but can not take it all 

62 AD   violent quakes destroy many buildings in Herculaneum and Pompeii near Vesuvius 



51 AD   Pliny records that over Italy a strange sun appeared with the normal sun.   Rome conquers the 

Britons 

64 BC   During the Feriae Festival a comet appeared and the moon darkened 

169 BC   Antiochus IV Epiphanes [God Manifest] attacks Jerusalem and sacks the Temple 

 

Reducing these historical events all connected in multiples of 138 months to their lowest common 

denominators as well as considering the frequency of times the same events are references but at 

different years in history, these events construct for us the single year of 2040.  Remember, future events 

are wholly contained in preceding ones, and these pieces can be assembled to build a picture of a future 

time period.  In this analysis these events show us that in 2040- 

A gigantic mystery body is reported to be seen approaching and there is heightened activity at Cheyenne 

Mountain.   Increased radioactivity is reported from the sky.  A comet is reported as well as another 

mystery body located near Venus.  A world war is occurring involving India and Pakistan, China and 

Japan, European nations and Italy, Arab nations attack Israel and control Mediterranean, genocide in 

Africa, Jews are expelled from countries, Asian invaders flood Middle East and take Baghdad [Babylon] as 

well as make inroads into Europe.   Huge objects blocks out the sun moving perpendicular to ecliptic 

from north-to-south as a great darkness brings silence to New York City.  Spectacular meteorite shower 

seen internationally.  The moon appears to burn and then go dark.  Then the object crosses the sun and 

appears as a second sun.  New York, as the New Egypt, is vanished.   Fleet of ships destroyed in Atlantic 

storms.  Watery destruction of Galveston & Texas coasts, infrastructure destruction, deaths in Texas.  End 

of Golden Gate Bridge in SF.  Hollywood destroyed, ruined.  US Federal Government ends as a controlling 

authority.  Quakes from North to South America.  Mexico sees strange phenomena in sky before 

starvation, plague and war.  Panama Canal destroyed.  Peru suffer quakes over a week with tsunamis, 

flooding, storms and sky phenomena.  Quakes in England during fiery sky fallout.  UK government ends 

as controlling authority.  Canary Islands has quakes for 5 years, poison gases kill wildlife.  Italy suffers 

stones from sky.  Volcano at Thera, Quakes in Italy.  Quake in Greece large death toll.  Quake in Iran with 

enormous loss of life.  Volcano, quakes in Indonesia, Jakarta & Java destroyed.  Huge naval fleet in Pacific 

is lost in storms.  Watery destruction of Hong Kong.  Plague in China begins with mass deaths.  Pacific 

islands sink into ocean drowning inhabitants.  Quake in Japan massive death toll tsunami strikes Japan 

attended by usual phenomena attended by volcanic destruction.  Government of Japan ends, Tokyo 

destroyed.  Japan goes internationally silent.  End of oil-dependent technology, engines.  Batteries no 

longer manufactured, and supply runs out.  Americans flee to Europe and Mediterranean.  Famine in 

Europe.  European migration/armies penetrate Italy.  Israel filled with newly arriving people 

internationally.   

Only puzzling part to me are these facts that I can’t seem to fit in.  Do they happen in 2040 before the 

Phoenix event or just after?  Here they are-  

Pope declares himself to be God 

Jesuits are either destroyed or empowered 

A member of the Order of the Dragon rises to power 



 

A few more intriguing calendrics: 

1147   AD   is 893 years before 2040, or 552 x 1.618.  Christian lose battle for Jerusalem in Second 

Crusade 

1607 AD   is 433 years before 2040, or 138 x 3.14.  English set up Jamestown as first permanent colony in 

North America 

1776 to 1860 is 84 years.  US Independence to the Civil War start.  84 x pi is 263.76.   July 4th 1776 plus 

264.76 is 2040.4, or MAY 2040.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


